
Minutes from Patient Participation Group Meeting 

Thursday 5th July 2018. 12.30pm 

 

Present-    David Green, Mary Hodgeon, Sue Ashton, Michael Reilly, Richard Hayward, Susan Smeeth,  

                   Dr Micklethwaite, Debbie Swain, Lisa Marsden 

 
1. Apologies 

Ernie Hunter 
 

2. Approval of minutes from previous meeting 
Ok. 
 

3. Matters arising not in agenda 
If we email anyone could we please include everyone in the group so all are aware of what is being 
discussed. 
 

4. Outside visitor Kate Swinburn 
Sent her apologies via email , will invite to another meeting. 
 

5. Report by Practice Director 
a. Lighting on walkway by the Medical Centre. Discussed letter written by David to Advertiser. 

They are coming Friday pm to meet David to do article. 
b. New members for PPG. Welcomed new member Susan to the group. Sue said possibility of 

others wanting to join group. 
c. Merge of local PPG groups. Discussed how group would feel at possibility of merging PPG 

group with other surgeries. Concerned regarding conflict of interest. 
d. Extended Access Appointments. This is up and running. Awaiting training for Centrifuge so 

will be more access for blood test appointments. Discussed possible taxi pick up on Saturday 
to take bloods to KMH. Some of group interested in doing on rota basis if it was possible to set 
up voluntary group. 

e. Practice Leaflet. Wanting to re-vamp as outdated. Sue to look at. 
 

6. Sources of information for patients. (David) 
He is waiting for re-vamped copy then will extract what is appropriate. 
 

7. Update from VPG( Virtual Participation Group), PPEC (Patient and Public Engagement 
Committee which replaces the Stakeholder Reference Group, and FPI (Forum for Public 
Involvement) 
a. VPG (Sue). Will continue to send minutes to the virtual group.  
b. PPEC (Mary). Mary selected as new representative for central surgeries along with 2 others. 

Discussed training and development for PPG’s:  ie fundraising/supporting own surgery. 
Hopefully scheme will arise from this development. 

c. FPI (David.) Gave his apologies as not been able to attend due to work commitments. If 
anyone else would like to attend please do.  

d. Patients for Patients. Already discussed 
e. PPG Networking (Mary). Already discussed 

 
8. 2017-18 Survey  

Presenting results.  Agreed date to meet with GP’s. Friday 14th September – 8.30 @ GP meeting. 
David to do meeting bulletin. 

 
9. Letters to Patients 

Mary to arrange date to come in and see someone to discuss updating of these . 
 

10. NAPP Report 



a. Discussed if there were any standards for PPG. Sue to have a look at and put on next agenda. 
b. Discussed difficulty in targeting specific groups within surgery as communication with patients 

very difficult. 
c. Discussed funding to get more specialised GP’s in practice and will the CCG be willing to offer 

support. Some GP’s inhibited from further training by financial and time constraints.. Mary to 
ask at next PPEC meeting what there policy is on this. 
 

11. Walking Group Report 
A couple of new members. Total now around 20 people enlisted. Michael and Mary working on 
database for personal info:  ie telephone numbers etc.  Will take photos on next walk and 
advertise on noticeboard in September. 
 

12. Notice Board Report 
Affiliation certificate needs updating. Debbie to pay amount to get new certificate. 
 

13. 2pm Meeting with carers champions 
Yvonne and Linda joined group for discussion on what PPG can do to advertise/promote the 
service more. There is a new form at reception for a carer to complete. We have a noticeboard 
currently regarding info for carers. To put message on telephone system to raise awareness. 
Patients are also asked at appointments if they are a carer so code can be put on record if they are 
, thus allowing us to direct a carer to the right services. Could put carer form in registration pack. 
We could also include some questions from previous survey in the next one to see if service has 
improved. Discussed what we do for patients who are carers in our practice now. We offer fexible 
appointments to suit them where possible, and refer to Carers Hub. We get a lot of request for 
financial advice so we refer to Social Services. 
 

14. Any Other Business 
-Michael mentioned gel hand wash in waiting room not always visible. Difficult and costly to 
change. 
- Made group aware we had an infection control visit day before. Went very well. We are looking 
to replace carpets as very stained in waiting area. 
 

15. Date and time of next meeting 
Thursday 6th September -12.30pm. Possibility of an adhoc meeting beforehand if can get Katie 
Swinburne to re-schedule.  

 
 
 
 

 


